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  Jackie Perez, So Yoon Yoon, Terti Reed, Cecelia Diane Lawley
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  Lea K. Marlor, Catherine T. Amelink
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16318 - Measuring the Effectiveness of an Intensive Math Preparation Program to Enhance the Success of Underrepresented Students in Engineering ................................................................................................................. 5641
  Gillian M. Nicholls, William J. Schell IV, Neal Lewis
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14975 - Barriers to Broadening Participation in Engineering Competition Teams ............................................................................ 5655
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15952 - Empowering Male Students as Allies for Gender Equity Within an Engineering College ..................................................... 5668
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16129 - Engineering Students’ Self-Concept Differentiation: Investigation of Identity, Personality, and Authenticity with Implications for Program Retention .......................... 5680
Kylie Denise Stoup, Olga Pierrakas
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Mary E Fitzpatrick, Manuela Romero, Jennifer Sheridan

17160 - Gaining Insights into the Effects of Culturally Responsive Curriculum on Historically Underrepresented Students’ Desire for Computer Science ........................................... 5712
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M455 – CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP

15081 - Integrating a Capstone Leadership Project and the S-Triangle Pedagogy to Guide Engineering Leadership Development Education .......................................................... 5736
David Bayless

16163 - Developing a Professional and Personal Network as a Method for Deepening Lessons in Engineering Leadership ........................................................................................................... 5745
Steven W Klosterman

14841 - 'I Survived the Crisis!' - Using Real World Scenarios to Teach Crisis Leadership Skills to Undergraduate Engineering Students ................................................................. 5774
Eva Andrijcic, Julia M. Williams

16052 - Completing the Pass: Leadership 'On' and 'In' the Field ................................................................................................................................. 5791
Mary B. Vollaro, Robert R. Klein

17468 - Developing Engineering Leaders Using a Reflective Autobiographical Exercise ................................................................................................................................. 5810
David Niño

M499 – UNDERSTANDING THE MILITARY VETERAN’S HUMAN RESOURCE NEEDS TRANSITION FROM MILITARY SERVICE TO THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION

16583 - Student Veterans: Tapping into a Valuable Resource .......................................................................................................................... 5825
B. Grant Crawford, Jason B Burke

15882 - Using Focus Groups to Understand Military Veteran Students’ Pathways in Engineering Education ......................................................................................................................... 5836
Joyce B. Main, Michelle M. Camacho, Catherine Mobley, Catherine E. Brawner, Susan M Lord

14987 - Engineering as a Pathway to Reintegration: Student Veterans’ Transition Experience into Higher Education and Civilian Society ................................................................................................. 5845
Jae Hoon Lim, Peter Thomas Tkacik, Claudia G Interiano, Jerry Lynn Dahlberg Jr, Caroline Elizabeth Nowell

15264 - A Pilot Program for the Recruitment and Education of Navy Veterans Based on System-level Technical Expertise and Leadership Maturation Developed During Service ........................................................................................................ 5859
Anthony W Dean, Connor Schwall, Patrick Sean Heaney, Linda Fahala, Yuzhong Shen, Jennifer Grimsley Michaels

M501 – SPACE SIDE OF AEROSPACE

16714 - Concept of a Human-Attended Lunar Outpost .......................................................................................................................... 5870
Thomas W. Arrington, Nicolas Federico Hurst, David B. Kanipe, Joanna M. Schiefelbein, David Charles Hyland

15412 - Problem-based Multidisciplinary Participation in Aerospace Design .......................................................................................................................... 5886
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17304 - Low Cost Satellite Attitude Hardware Test Bed .......................................................................................................................... 5904
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15070 - From Design Inception Through Project Completion: Constructing a Secure Homestead in Swaziland, Africa .......................................................................................................................... 5933
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15461 - Learning From the "Big Box Store" - An Alternative Strategy for Teaching Structural Systems .......................................................................................................................... 5945
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16770 - Student Pre-Perceptions of Integrated Design and the Role of Technical Courses in the Architectural Studio .......................................................................................................................... 5960
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16633 - Three Stage Feasibility Study in Healthy Design .......................................................................................................................... 5973
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16256 - Road Builders - Integrating Transportation and Construction Engineering ................................................................. 6160
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17215 - Introducing High-Performance Computing to Undergraduate Students ................................................................. 6226
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16658 - A Comparison of Construction Management and Engineering Student Learning Styles ................................................................. 6265
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15027 - Considering the Effectiveness of Comprehensive Assessment and the Impact of PBL Implementation in a Concrete Industry Project Management Course ................................................................. 6289
Anthony Torres, Vedaraman Srinaman, Araceli Martinez Ortiz

15105 - Engaging Young Students to Construction ................................................................. 6309
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14773 - Using the Flipped Classroom Model to Improve Construction Engineering and Management Education ................................................................. 6317
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14494 - Enhanced Radio Lab Experience Using ePortfolios ..........................................................................................................................................................................................6705
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15119 - 3-D Printing in a First-Year Engineering Design Project ................................................................................. 12951
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  First-Year Results ......................................................................................................................................................... 13060
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